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? Solution in 2010
? SW solution
? Partnership network
?Web pages and workshop
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? GL12
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Projekt
? Supported by the Ministry of Culture of the 
Czech Republic
? Project name– The Digital Library for Grey 
Literature –Functional Model and Pilot 
Implementation 
? Duration four years (2008 – 2011)
? Participants are the National Technical Library 
and the University of Economics Prague
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Výstupy
? Functional pilot application
? Technology and methodology tested
? Standards and Recommendations
? Publication
?Web pages
? Seminars
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SW solution
? Verze 1.0 metadatového formátu NUŠL
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Metadata and  templates
? Version 1.0 of NRGL metadata format
? Templates by types of documents
? Reports
? Conference materials
? Theses
? Study materials
? Authors works
? Trade literature
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Trainings of CDS Invenia
? 4 trainings
? Trained 27 staff from partner institutions
? Create a manual for entering and editing
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Partnership network
Licence agreements
? 14 Academy institutes
? Library AS CR
? Editing system ASEP
? CVVM
? NLK
Contacted
? Universities
? Grant agency
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Modes of cooperation
? Joining local database by ESP FAST
? Harvesting local database into CDS 
INVENIO
? Using CDS INVENIO as local database
? Entering records and fulltexts directly 
into CDS INVENIO 
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Publication in NRGL
? Each work is protected by copyright law
? Possibility selectively choose a license
CreativeCommons
http://www.creativecommons.cz/
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Personal  archive
Ing. Arch. Jana Moučky
? Analysis of the types of works of 
authorship in the archive
? Legal analysis and accessibility
? Selection the works for publication
? Signing of license agreements
? Storage in a central repository NRGL
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Publication
Grey Literature Repositories
? 9 authors – 2 foreign
? First part – grey literature and systems
? Second part – building repository
? Czech and English version
? Print and electronic version
? Publishing house VeRBuM
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Web pages
? Czech version http://nusl.techlib.cz/
? 109 140 pages
? English version http://nrgl.techlib.cz/
? 49 521 pages
? Continuous editing
? Tracking news via RSS
? Local version of CDS Invenio
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GL12
Twelfth
 
International Conference on Grey
 Literature
Transparency in Grey Literature
? December 6 – 7, 2010 in NTK
? 5 sessions – 18 presentation
? 11 posters
? 84 participants from 12 countries
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OpenGrey
? New OpenSIGLE
? Supports INIST-CNRS
? Working group - INIST-CNRS, 
Textrelease, NTK etc.
? Used new SW Exalead
? New graphic
? Bibliographic base with links
? Run in first quarter 2011
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Open  Grey
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Workshop
? Moved to NTK in Prague
? Continuing GL12
? 11 presentation – 2 foreign
? Proceedings in English version
Next year October 25, 2011 in NTK
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Thank you for your attention
Contact: nusl@techlib.cz
More information:
 
http://nrgl.techlib.cz
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